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GeorGe edward pake

April 1, 1924–March 4, 2004

By  charles  p .  slichter

George pake was a brilliant scientist, a devoted teacher, 
a wise and strong academic leader, and an exceptional 

director of industrial research who brought to life a remark-
able, highly creative industrial research laboratory. his ac-
complishments affect the lives of millions of people all over 
the world in numerous ways.

i met George in 1947 when we were graduate students 
doing our doctoral research with edward purcell. we main-
tained c lose scientific contact through the early 1960s and 
professional contact into the early 1970s, but our contacts 
became more sporadic as his enormous responsibilities at 
Xerox grew in scope and intensity. nevertheless, any occasion 
on which i saw George was a delight. we picked up where 
we left off with no sense of intervening time. i feel especially 
fortunate since i saw close up his ability as a scientist, as a 
teacher, as someone who could bridge disciplines, and as 
someone others sought to be their leader.

George grew up in kent, ohio, where his father taught 
english at kent state University. George loved baseball, re-
maining a fan all his life. he also learned to play the french 
horn, deriving great pleasure from it for many years. pearl 
harbor marked his senior year in high school. interested 
in science or engineering, he was thrilled when he learned 
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he had been awarded a westinghouse scholarship to attend 
carnegie tech. it paid full tuition, a stipend for living ex-
penses, and a guarantee of summer jobs at westinghouse. the 
program started on graduation from high school with a sum-
mer job at westinghouse. there he met a young but slightly 
older scientist, Jacob Goldman (who called himself “Jack”) 
who later played a central role in George’s life. Goldman had 
just gotten his ph.d. at the University of pennsylvania. 

at carnegie tech, George started as a major in mechanical 
engineering, specializing in aeronautics but soon switched 
to physics. the physics department had several outstanding 
scientists, including otto stern and his protégé immanuel 
estermann. stern and Gerlach had done the famous atomic 
beam experiment that demonstrated spatial quantization. 
another star was frederick seitz, who had done his thesis 
with eugene wigner just a few years earlier at princeton, 
and whose book The Modern Theory of Solids (mcGraw-hill, 
1940) basically defined the field of solid-state physics, from 
which in several years came the invention of the transistor. 
(seitz, who had been Goldman’s ph.d. thesis adviser at the 
University of pennsylvania, had just moved from there to 
carnegie tech).

in 1944-1945 pake studied for a master’s degree guided 
by estermann. in 1944 the nobel prizes for 194� and 1944 
were announced. the 194� prize went to otto stern for 
his contributions to the development of the atomic beam 
method of measuring magnetic properties of atoms and his 
measurement of the magnetic moment of the proton. the 
1944 prize went to i. i. rabi for his invention of the mag-
netic resonance method of measuring nuclear magnetism. 
(although stern together with Gerlach are perhaps most 
famous for using the atomic beam method to demonstrate 
spatial quantization of angular momentum, this is not men-
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tioned in the citation for the nobel prize, which went only to 
stern.) the celebration was an inspiring occasion for George, 
with i. i. rabi, James franck (nobel laureate in physics from 
the University of chicago), ed condon (associate director 
of research at the westinghouse laboratory), and J. h. Van 
Vleck (from harvard) in attendance or as speakers. George 
was one of a small number of students invited to attend the 
celebration—a heady occasion. he did not realize that four 
years later his ph.d. thesis would be based on the concept of 
magnetic resonance, would demonstrate spatial quantization, 
and would as a by-product measure the magnetic moment 
of the proton.

having been kept from military service by a back problem 
from scoliosis, pake went straight through carnegie tech in 
eight consecutive four-month trimesters, simultaneously get-
ting both a bachelor’s and a master’s degree in april 1945. 
normally he might then have gone to graduate school, but 
they were all shut down because of the war. fred seitz sug-
gested that he get a war research job at westinghouse and 
through ed condon got one for pake working on microwave 
components for airborne radar. there again George saw Jack 
Goldman. in august 1945 the atom bomb was dropped, and 
the war came to a close.

pake applied to graduate school at both princeton and 
harvard. with letters of recommendation from both condon 
and seitz and a superb record at carnegie tech, George had 
strong credentials. seitz recommended princeton where he 
had studied with wigner but also recommended harvard. 
George was admitted to both. Van Vleck was the chairman 
of the harvard department. he wrote a warm handwritten 
letter, strongly urging pake to come and offering a teaching 
assistantship. princeton sent a stiff form letter admitting him. 
it is not surprising that George chose harvard. 
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George entered graduate school at harvard in february 
1946, fortuitous timing since purcell, pound, and torrey 
performed the first experiment on nuclear magnetic reso-
nance (nmr) the previous december. George had intended 
to become a theorist, but hearing purcell describe the first 
nmr experiment inspired him to ask purcell to be his thesis 
adviser. Bob pound had become a junior fellow at harvard, 
and was doing nmr work across the hall from purcell’s lab. 
purcell had taken on one student, nicholaas Bloembergen, 
who had joined the research. so George pake became purcell’s 
second student.

Bloembergen focused primarily on proton nmr in 
water and various other liquids. he had found that those 
nmr lines were very narrow and with purcell and pound 
had concluded that the rapid tumbling of the molecules in 
liquid were responsible for the sharpness of the nmr lines. 
pake suggested that a test of this idea would be to look at 
the nmr spectrum of water molecules in a solid, where the 
motions would be absent. he was most familiar with water 
in the molecule CuSO4.5H2O from freshman chemistry, but 
rejected it because the electron spin of the cu atom made it a 
strong magnetic influence. instead he settled on CaSO4.2H2O, 
gypsum, and undertook a study of the proton resonance of 
water of hydration in a single crystal. the proton spectrum 
was, as he had anticipated, much broader than lines in liquids 
but to his surprise he found that the absorption line was a 
doublet in contrast to the single lines of liquids. he soon 
showed that the doublet arose because each proton in the 
water molecule experienced a magnetic field arising from 
the other h atom. since the proton has a spin 1/2, the ori-
entations are quantized into two orientations, up or down, 
in the external laboratory magnetic field. thus the field of 
the neighbor either aided or opposed the laboratory field. 
this was just like the famous atomic beam result of stern 
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and Gerlach that demonstrated spatial quantization for the 
first time. the splitting depended on how the crystal (and 
thus the water molecules it contained) was oriented in the 
field of his magnet. pake showed that he could use nmr to 
measure the relative positions of the two protons (the spatial 
orientation of the water molecule) as well as the distance 
between the protons.

at that time George was studying quantum mechanics in 
the course of Julian schwinger, and was thrilled to discover 
that he needed the material to get the correct interpretation 
of his experimental results. if one simply said that the role 
of quantum mechanics was that the neighbor spin could 
point either up or down, like the result of the stern-Gerlach 
experiment, George predicted a magnetic field splitting, ∆h, 
between the two absorption lines of the doublet of

∆H=µ(3cos2θ−1)/r3

where µ is the nuclear magnetic moment, r the distance 
between the two protons, and θ the angle between the ap-
plied static magnetic field and the internuclear vector.

however, in quantum mechanics one must be careful if 
several different quantum states have the same energy. if 
we label the two protons in the water molecule as a and B, 
George noted that the state in which spin a is up and spin 
B is down has the same energy as the state in which spin a 
is down but spin B is up. the two states are “degenerate.” 
in a proper treatment one finds that the problem should 
be described in terms of the singlet and triplet states made 
up of a coherent superposition of the a up, B down and 
a down, and B up states. Using them pake found that the 
correct formula was

∆H=(3/2)µ(3cos2θ−1)/r3.
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this was a triumph because without the factor of �/2 he 
was getting a value for proton-proton distance that disagreed 
with the value deduced from gas spectra of the water mol-
ecule (pake, 194�).

the need to use the triplet states is an example of coher-
ent superposition in quantum mechanics. George’s result 
is one of the first examples of the importance of quantum 
coherence in nuclear magnetic resonance. it is this property 
of spin systems that underlies the whole concept of quan-
tum computers, a topic of enormous interest today, and is 
why many schemes to make a quantum computer utilize 
electron or nuclear spins. moreover, the nmr dipolar split-
tings in solids are now at the forefront of the exciting field 
of biomedical science, for example, study of objects such as 
amyloid plaques suspected to play a role in such diseases as 
diabetes or alzheimer’s disease. since the plaques are not 
crystals, their structure cannot be determined by the standard 
method, X rays. however, their structure can be found by 
advanced nmr methods that enable measurement of dipolar 
couplings while at the same time having narrow nmr lines 
like those of a liquid.

as mentioned above, i find it fascinating that in his thesis 
George demonstrated spatial quantization and measured the 
magnetic moment of the proton, the results that lay behind 
the nobel prize of otto stern that George helped celebrate 
at carnegie tech. i do not know whether George thought 
about his work in this manner.

purcell reported George pake’s interesting result over 
lunch at the harvard faculty club to his friend the physi-
cal chemist George kistiakowsky. kisty, as he was known to 
friends, became quite excited and suggested that he send his 
student, herbert Gutowsky, over to purcell to see whether 
Gutowsky and pake could use nmr to determine the struc-
ture of the molecule diborane, B2h6. although a molecule 
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with a simple formula, its structure was unknown and was a 
matter of substantial interest as well as controversy. 

Gutowsky had been studying the structure of molecules 
using infrared spectroscopy but in september 1947 he stopped 
that work to begin preparation of samples of diborane for 
study with pake. in february 194� herb and George made 
their first nmr run on diborane. to have a solid they needed 
to freeze the diborane so they made a simple but crude ap-
paratus for cooling the sample to low temperatures using 
liquid nitrogen in prodigious amounts. the spectrum was 
a featureless blob, without resolved lines such as pake had 
seen for water. (i suspect that was because the protons of 
diborane had so many near-neighbors from other molecules, 
in contrast with the water molecules in gypsum in which 
each proton had only one near-neighbor from its own water 
molecule.) 

pake and Gutowsky quickly switched to study a number 
of other solids, seeking to get comparable spectra. although 
they did not succeed in determining the spectrum of di-
borane, they did observe a variety of spectra of other mol-
ecules containing CH, ch2, and ch� groups. in the process 
they found the characteristic nmr absorption line shapes 
of singles, pairs, and triples of protons and since they had 
made an apparatus that could cool samples to liquid nitro-
gen temperatures, they showed that at some temperatures 
nmr revealed the presence of molecular rotations in the 
solid phase.

this sequence of work done over a matter of a few months 
demonstrated that nmr might be a powerful tool to study 
the properties of solids. when pake and Gutowsky got their 
ph.d.s in June of 194�, pake went to washington University 
in st. louis as an assistant professor of physics, and Gutowsky 
went to the University of illinois in champaign-Urbana as an 
instructor in the department of chemistry. their detailed 
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accounts of their joint activity can be found in two articles 
in the Encyclopedia of Nuclear Magnetic Resonance (pake,1996; 
Gutowsky,1996).

herb was hired because of his expertise in infrared 
methods to supervise the chemistry department’s infrared 
facility but with the understanding that Gutowsky’s research 
would be in nuclear magnetic resonance. with the help of 
an electrical engineering student, herb assembled an nmr 
apparatus and launched a career studying chemistry by 
nmr. Gutowsky went on to be one of the most important 
figures in developing nmr as a major tool for chemistry. 
in my view, he more than anyone else was responsible for 
the realization by the chemistry community of the power of 
nmr. evidence for the way the chemistry community valued 
Gutowsky’s contributions to science was his election to the 
national academy of sciences in 1960. he was thus really 
pake’s first student and one can rightfully say that George 
pake helped launch the use of nmr as a major tool for stud-
ies of chemistry, biology, and biomedicine.

 although the early workers made their own apparatus, 
their work stimulated the development of commercial appara-
tus by alert industrial companies such as Varian. at stanford 
the close personal relationship among felix Bloch, william 
hansen, russell Varian, and ed Ginzton had led the newly 
formed company Varian associates to begin carrying out 
nmr experiments. indeed, many of Bloch’s early students 
went to work at Varian (martin packard, James arnold, and 
weston anderson). those developments in turn made pos-
sible the explosion in nmr as a tool for chemical, biological, 
and biomedical research. the Varian hr-�0, an instrument 
for nmr researchers, appeared in 195�. the Varian a-60, 
introduced in 1961, was their first model intended for routine 
use by organic chemists. i review some of this history in my 
paper (slichter, 199�).
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pake cited the history of magnetic resonance as impor-
tant in developing his understanding of how revolutionary 
technologies come to pass and how technological advances 
in turn feed scientific discovery in a fascinating article on 
the history of nmr for Physics Today (pake, 199�). he traced 
the interplay between unplanned basic research and planned 
development. his deep understanding of this interplay and 
how to orchestrate it formed the foundation of his approach 
to management at the Xerox palo alto research lab.

at washington University pake set up a research program 
initially in nmr. in the first year he received two invitations 
to give invited talks at meetings of the american physical 
society. at the chicago meeting in november 194� he talked 
about the observations he and herb had made of molecular 
motion in solids, and in march 1949 at cleveland he talked 
about the work of his ph.d. thesis. it was remarkable for 
such a young scientist to give an invited talk; usually, invited 
talks were presented by rather senior scientists. But for a 
brand-new ph.d. recipient to give two in one year was quite 
spectacular. 

there was no textbook about nmr, so at washington 
University George wrote some notes for the benefit of his 
own students. in 1950 he published them in the American 
Journal of Physics (pake, 1950). for many years these notes 
were the textbook throughout the world of students who 
were beginning nmr. his colleagues in st. louis gave him 
a warm welcome. for lunch he frequently took a sandwich 
and a cup of coffee to the office of two brilliant theorists, 
eugene feenberg and henry primakoff. feenberg gave some 
lectures on the quantum theory of angular momentum that 
George realized would be very useful for anyone working in 
magnetic resonance. so with eugene feenberg he wrote a 
book based on those lectures: Notes on the Quantum Theory of 
Angular Momentum (feenberg and pake, 195�). 
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George learned that the chemistry department was also 
strong. primakoff mentioned one scientist in particular, sam 
weissman, and kept urging George to go meet him. then 
one day weissman showed up at George’s office. though a 
brilliant scientist, weissman was modest, unassuming, warm, 
and blessed with a delightful sense of humor. he and George 
resonated with each other. weissman’s big interest was in 
free radicals, molecules with an odd number of electrons. 
ordinarily such molecules are not stable but weissman had 
made some that were stable. weissman was excited because 
the odd electron should be detectable by means of electron 
spin resonance and urged George to undertake such studies. 
they enlisted the help of a new ph.d., Jack townsend, to 
help. in fact, over time George placed emphasis on studies 
of free radicals by both nmr and electron spin resonance. 

in June 1949 i got my ph.d. and was hired by the physics 
department of the University of illinois in Urbana-cham-
paign as an instructor. i was strongly attracted by the fact 
that fred seitz was coming to illinois. although i knew very 
little solid-state physics, i knew about seitz’s monumental 
book The Modern Theory of Solids that gave a unified treat-
ment of the entire field. i realized that seitz was “mr. solid 
state physics.” i was also intimately acquainted with the 
work of pake and of Gutowsky, and pake on nmr in solids. 
i felt that there would be exciting things to do in the field 
of solid-state physics using magnetic resonance, and that i 
could learn a lot being around seitz. erwin hahn, who had 
been a graduate student in physics at illinois also got his 
ph.d. that same June doing nuclear magnetic resonance. 
that summer he discovered spin echoes. for my first year at 
illinois, erwin stayed on as a postdoc. so George was in st 
louis and herb, erwin, and i were in champaign-Urbana, a 
three-hour drive away. this was a hotbed of magnetic reso-
nance. we soon established a tradition of semiannual visits 
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in which the magnetic resonance groups from physics and 
chemistry at illinois went to washington University for two 
days, or the washington University physicists and chemists 
came to champaign-Urbana.

George’s colleagues quickly became aware that he pos-
sessed qualities of wisdom, judgment, fairness, integrity, 
modesty, warmth, and friendliness to an exceptional ex-
tent. accordingly, in 1952 at age 2� he was made chairman 
of the physics department and was promoted to associate 
professor (a year later he was promoted to professor). he 
was launched on his career of administrative responsibilities 
because people wanted him to be their leader. George did 
not yearn for power. others yearned to empower him.

in 1954-1955 George went to stanford as a visiting profes-
sor ostensibly to take the place of felix Bloch, who was on 
sabbatical. George had earlier turned down an offer to move 
to stanford. he hired my able student, dick norberg, to take 
his place in his absence. norberg was such a success that upon 
George’s return, dick was given a permanent position. for 
many years norberg was head of the washington University 
physics department. then in 1956 George was lured to stan-
ford on a permanent basis to take the place of the nobel 
laureate willis lamb, who had just left for oxford. during 
his time at washington University and stanford, George 
wrote a book about electron spin resonance, Paramagnetic 
Resonance (pake, 1962). in 197� with tom estle as coauthor 
he wrote a new edition titled The Physical Principles of Electron 
Paramagnetic Resonance (pake and estle, 197�).

Going to stanford had freed George from the duties of 
department chairmanship but other aspects proved not as 
satisfactory. in 1962 he took a sabbatical leave from stanford 
to go to the physics department of the University of illinois. 
i was eager to persuade him to join our faculty. however, 
simultaneously tom elliott, the newly selected chancellor of 
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washington University, wanted George to return to wash-
ington University as provost and professor of physics. this 
would be a major career change since it involved giving up 
research and teaching. elliott and pake were well acquainted 
and admired each other, and George had real affection for 
washington University, so George accepted.

while he was provost, pake did many things. fund raising 
was something he enjoyed when he believed deeply in the 
merits of the cause. from the ford foundation he obtained 
a $15 million challenge grant needing to be matched by $45 
million. washington University indeed raised $70 million. he 
undertook a major effort to enhance the engineering school 
and strengthened the relationship between the famous Barnes 
hospital and the washington University medical school. 

from computer science professor Jeremy cox he learned 
of the possibility of recruiting a brilliant computer scientist 
at mit, wesley clark, a pioneer in concepts of making com-
puters smaller and easier to use, for the dedicated use of 
single researcher, rather than for multiple users based on 
time-sharing technology. clark had developed his design of 
the computer with the application to biomedical research 
as its goal at lincoln laboratory, collaborating with charles 
molnar, a member of the group of mit professor walter 
rosenblith. this had created great interest at the national 
institutes of health, and led to a program in which 12 cop-
ies of clark’s computer “linc” were distributed, following 
a competition, to different biomedical research groups at 
several universities to explore their use. 

at that point the plans at mit for follow-up collapsed, 
and clark found himself looking for an institution at which 
to base his group for the next phases of the project. cox, 
who had been working with the project, alerted pake, who 
then flew to Boston to meet with clark. washington Univer-
sity had a computer center with a large computer shared by 
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many users. it had a massive array of vacuum tubes generating 
prodigious amounts of heat and a very complex and cumber-
some method of programming. the computer scientists kept 
pressing for even larger, more expensive computers. when 
pake saw linc, with its modest-size processor and memory, 
and a control console of linc that could fit on a desk and 
be run by a single user, he was deeply impressed. its designer, 
a computer scientist who wanted to make computers smaller 
and less expensive, was exciting. pake wanted clark.

clark has described his meeting with George (clark, 
19��): 

he had heard of our situation from professor cox and “just happened” to 
be passing, visiting cambridge, on his way to woods hole (he never got 
there). he had stopped so that we could, in his words, look him over. we 
were already well acquainted with Jerry cox, an old friend even then . . . 
and had a high regard for his innovative work in biomedical computing at 
washington University. for many of us, then, this extraordinary meeting with 
George pake made an already very promising possibility irresistible.

many from the cambridge team uprooted and moved 
with clark to washington University. 

pake also worked to help clark get funding from the 
advanced research project agency (arpa), a funding arm 
of the department of defense. in the process George met a 
plainspoken but visionary arpa manager, Bob taylor, who 
managed much of the funding of computer research with 
little red tape. he knew most of the community of computer 
scientists. he visited washington University, was very helpful, 
and impressed pake greatly.

in 1965 George was appointed by lyndon Johnson to his 
president’s science advisory committee for a four-year term. 
pake served under presidents Johnson and nixon. he was 
also active on panels of the national academy of sciences 
and the national science foundation. in 1964 fred seitz, 
who had become the first full-time president of the national 
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academy of sciences, decided that the academy needed to 
carry out some studies that looked at the opportunities that 
might be seized by future funding of science. he asked pake 
to lead the first of the national academy of sciences studies 
of the status of fields of science as the chairman of the physics 
survey committee, producing the so-called pake report.

the public division over the Vietnam war gradually in-
creased in intensity, leading to turmoil and sit-ins on many 
university campuses. finally, the strain on George of this 
and other aspects of the job, led him to step down from the 
provost’s position in 1969 to return to the role of professor 
of physics. then in november 1969 Jack Goldman called 
him and arranged a two-hour meeting at lambert airfield 
in st. louis, where Jack had his Xerox company jet land for 
this occasion. since the time when George first knew Jack at 
westinghouse, Goldman had been a physics faculty member 
at carnegie tech, then gone on to direct science research at 
ford motor company. now he was senior vice president for 
research at Xerox. he and George had served together on 
several advisory committees in washington and elsewhere. 
Goldman proposed to George that he leave the academic 
world to head a new laboratory at Xerox in order to “bring 
Xerox into the digital age.” 

the timing was perfect, but pake investigated the proposal 
carefully, meeting with top executives at Xerox, thinking 
through a concept of what such a lab might be, what would 
be realistic goals, etc. it looked exciting—a whole new set 
of challenges, an opportunity to create something new.  
Goldman reports that George said, “there is no such dis-
cipline as computer science and technology. the practi-
tioners who are advancing this field come from all sorts of 
disciplines—mathematics, physics, philosophy, linguistics, 
anthropology, etc.; therefore, one steeped in the workings 
of an academic campus like washington U can hope to move 
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the field forward into new horizons.” Goldman added, “and 
this was precisely how he went about organizing and staffing 
the new lab that was destined to become Xerox parc and 
at the root of the remarkable success of that lab” (Goldman, 
2004). 

around december 1969 George called Goldman and 
accepted the job. after thorough investigation of various 
possible sites, George and Jack settled on a site in palo alto, 
california, and on July 1, 1970, the doors opened on the palo 
alto research center, acquiring the name parc. George led 
the lab from 1970 until 197�, then oversaw Xerox corporate 
research from 197� to 19�6. 

George believed deeply that the key to a successful labo-
ratory is the wise selection of its people. then, to manage 
the laboratory he said,

little success is likely to come from showing researchers to a laboratory, 
describing in detail a desired technology or process not now existent, and 
commanding: “invent!” the enterprise will go much better if some overall 
goals or needs are generally described and understood and if proposals for 
research are solicited from creative professionals. managing the research 
then consists of adjusting the budgets for the program to give selective 
encouragement” (pake, 19�5).

an example of pake’s management style is given in the 
story of the origin of the laser printer. Gary starkweather, 
the inventor of Xerox’s laser printer, had been struggling 
in rochester to get funding for his idea of using lasers in 
the printers. his boss, George white, called pake in 1971, 
enthusiastic about the concept but unable to get the money 
to fund it from his superiors. he asked if pake would take 
starkweather so the idea could move forward. when he 
heard the description of the concept, George leapt for it. 
so starkweather moved to parc, where he brought the idea 
to completion. it is said that Xerox’s laser printers easily 
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paid for all of the costs incurred over the lifetime of parc. 
after George’s death, starkweather said, “Getting to know 
George pake was one of the great experiences of my life. . . 
parc, as well as i, would not have been successful without 
George’s capable leadership and guidance. i always admired 
his friendly and gentlemanly manner and will always remem-
ber him fondly” (parc, 2004).

George originally planned to have three labs: the comput-
er science lab (csl) to explore the fundamental principles 
of computer science; and the General science lab (Gsl) to 
explore the sciences behind modern electronics and also to 
explore biophysics; the system science lab (ssl) to try to 
develop fundamental laws of computer science analogous to 
newton’s laws of physics. George did not himself know who 
the best people in the computer field were to hire for his 
goals at parc. he started recruiting at the top computer 
science departments (stanford, carnegie-mellon, mit). But 
five years earlier, Bob taylor had helped George in recruiting 
wes clark to washington University. taylor loved computer 
graphics and interactive computing. George realized that 
through his arpa work, taylor had come to know person-
ally most of the best computer scientists in the country and 
was intimately familiar with the directions of their work. 
taylor’s formal educational background was a master’s degree 
in psychology, and he had been an executive of research 
budgets, not a hands-on computer scientist. impressed by 
taylor’s knowledge of promising directions for research as 
well as his knowledge of whom to hire, George sought his 
advice. in the discussions George decided to recruit taylor 
as associate manager of the computer science lab. 

George and taylor worked together to recruit com-
puter scientists. one lead was a company in Berkeley, Bcc 
(Berkeley computer company). taylor proposed that they 
buy the company outright, but that turned out not to be 
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necessary because the company’s financial backers withdrew, 
closing the company’s future. George and Bob drove over 
to Berkeley to visit the company. they met with the staff, 
George describing his plans, his management philosophy, 
and the resources he would commit. from this meeting they 
recruited some of the key people, including Butler lampson 
and charles thacker.

Under pake’s leadership and philosophy of lab manage-
ment parc became a major architect of the information 
age, giving birth to such innovations as laser printing, the 
ethernet, graphical user interface, client-server architecture, 
object-oriented programming, bit-mapped displays, and many 
other ideas that define modern computing. some of the most 
prestigious honors in the world of computers have gone to 
scientists who made these advances. among the awards are 
the acm turing award to Butler lampson in 1992 and alan 
kay in 200� and the 2004 national academy of engineering 
charles stark draper prize to Butler lampson, alan kay, 
Bob taylor, and charles thacker for their work on parc’s 
alto computer system. kay, lampson, taylor, and thacker 
were all elected to the national academy of engineering, 
and lampson was also elected to the national academy of 
sciences. pake gives a rather detailed account of this history 
in his ieee article (pake, 19�5).

in 2004 herve Gallaire, Xerox innovation Group, and 
chief technology officer of Xerox wrote:

George pake was an extraordinary person, a compelling leader; above all, 
he understood research and researchers and was committed to create the 
space in which they would succeed. he was exceedingly successful in his ap-
proach. his impact and contributions to Xerox and parc put him right at 
the top, with other great scientists like John dessauer, as people who have 
a vision, go for it and achieve it only to set up the next goals. his influ-
ence on the management of research in the Us has also been considerable 
(parc, 2004).
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George was elected to the national academy of sciences 
in 1976. in that year he was also elected vice president of 
the american physical society; he became its president the 
following year. in 19�� the american physical society estab-
lished the George e. pake prize in his honor: “to recognize 
and encourage outstanding work by physicists combining 
original research accomplishments with leadership in the 
management of research or development in industry.” in 
19�7 president ronald reagan awarded pake the national 
medal of science. after retiring from Xerox in 19�6, George 
founded the institute for research in learning.

in his freshman year in high school George represented 
his school in several state competitions. his teammate was 
a shy newcomer to his class, marjorie semon, whose father, 
waldo semon, was a star chemical engineer at B. f. Go-
odrich. he was the inventor of polyvinyl chloride. George 
won second place in the district, but marjorie won first place, 
to George’s chagrin. Beaten by a girl, how mortified he felt. 
five years later, in 1945, they became engaged to each other 
just before George entered harvard. they married on may 
�1, 1947, on the first possible date after George finished his 
spring semester exams at harvard and marjorie finished her 
teaching duties for the year. they had four children: war-
ren, Bruce, cathie, and steve.

i am Very GratefUl to cathie and to warren, Bruce, and steve as well, 
for providing me with material about their parents that greatly enriched my 
detailed knowledge of their wonderful family. i also thank Jack Goldman, 
charlie duke, wes clark, and Butler lampson for the information and per-
spectives they supplied, and andrew szanton, mark conradi, dick norberg, 
and celia elliott for their help. 
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